Money talks

Across
1 Fe + O + H₂O + time = 5 Philosopher, 'the crooked timber of humanity'
9 Quarters of bushels, or kisses
14 'Economists are like computers. They need to have facts punched ___ them'
15 It can be 45% heavier than a foil
16 Empty
17 Where you’re paid a rial income
18 Variant of boy’s name at 7d
19 Easily misspelled eagle’s nest
20 Backin’ vocals on Michael Jackson’s ‘Scream’?
23 S.r.l. (Ital), GmbH (Ger); (UK)
24 Conceder to Theresa
25 Wood’s screen uncle
27 Churchill on Russia: ‘a riddle wrapped in a mystery inside an ___'
29 Frost’s foot
31 ‘Would you like English or ___’?
34 Sports ___
35 A real one is illegal in America
36 Forbidden in the second commandment
37 Word you might see after ‘misspelled’
38 Goons writer Eric
39 They’re produced by fireworks
to... ... Youth’s a stuff will not endure’ (Twelfth Night)
43 ‘He was fired with enthusiasm because he ___ fired with enthusiasm’
46 Length in years, Zuma’s presidency
47 ‘What’s to come is still ___... Youth’s a stuff will not endure’ (Twelfth Night)
49 Pesky pest near a pond
50 ‘This disposition to ___ and almost to worship, the rich and powerful’ (Adam Smith)
51 Word before brand or goal
52 Big of hatchet belonging to the Canterbury Tales author?
53 Block...
54 Libertine
55 Hollywood might honour one
56 Proverbial decelerator
e.g. quack
62 Dir. from London to Hamburg
63 Proverbial decelerator
e.g. quack
64 ‘There is no other way___ capital
65 Dir. from London to Hamburg
66 What happens when Jung looks at your exam?
67 You might do this to your brow
68 To legally allege as fact

Down
1 Rust
2 Kant
3S
4 Pecks
5 Into
6 Epee
7 Inane
8 Oman
9 Nial
10 Aerie
11 Janet
12 Yellin
13 Ltd
14 Andrea
15 Holmes
16 Enigma
17 Cab
18 Aver
19 Ethos
20 Ally
21 Dest
22 Rust
23 Kant
24 Pecks
25 Holmes
26 Enigma
27 Cab
28 Aver
29 Ethos
30 Ally
31 Dest
32 Rust
33 Kant
34 Pecks
35 Holmes
36 Enigma
37 Cab
38 Aver
39 Ethos
40 Ally
41 Dest
42 Rust
43 Kant
44 Pecks
45 Holmes
46 Enigma
47 Cab
48 Aver
49 Ethos
50 Ally
51 Dest
52 Rust
53 Kant
54 Pecks
55 Holmes
56 Enigma
57 Cab
58 Aver
59 Ethos
60 Ally
61 Dest
62 Rust
63 Kant
64 Pecks
65 Holmes
66 Enigma
67 Cab
68 Aver
69 Ethos
70 Ally
71 Dest
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